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INTERNET TECHNOLOGIES
Paper - II (English & Telugu Versions)

MODEL QUESTION PAPER
(For the Academic Year 2021-22 only)

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 50

SECTION - A 10×2=20

Note: (i) Answer ANY TEN the questions. (ii) Each question carries TWO marks.

 (i) (ii) 
1. Write about CERN.

CERN 
2. What are browsers applications?

Browsers Applicaton
3. Write about <Body>tag in general.

<Body>tag
4. What is a <Meta>tag? Write about its uses?

<Meta>tag 
5. Define the term Hyperlink.

Hyper Link 
6. What is href in <A href=’’xxxxxxxxxx’’>?

<Ahref=“xxxxxxxxxx”>href
7. What is the use of embedded tag?

Embedded tag 
8. Which tag replaced the embed tag in the latest version.

embed tag tag 
9. Define sections in html, write about its importance.

html section 
10. Write the syntax for simple style.

Simple style 
11. What are all the things included in styling in CSS?

CSS styling 
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12. What are Collapsing Margins?

Collapsing Margin 
13. Define Box model.

Box Model 
14. How to change background color?

Layout Background colour 
15. What is the use of Background – repeat element?

Background - repeat element 
SECTION - B 5 × 6 = 30

Note: (i) Answer ANY FIVE questions. (ii) Each question carries SIX marks.

 (i) (ii) 
16. What percentage of web users uses each browser?

Web Browser 
17. What are the Methods to Access Internet?

Internetaccess 
18. Define Network and write about its importance in present society.

Network 


19. What are the attributes associated with Table tag.

Table tag 
20. Write a HTML program to create student timetable.

HTML
21. What are the common buttons that you see in any form, write in

general?

Form Buttons 
22. What are forms, write in detail with proper example?

Forms 
23. Define server and write about its importance in general.

Server 
24. What is the correct HTML for referring to an external, Internal and

Inline style sheet? Write in detail.

External, Internal Inline Style sheet refer 
HTML 

25. Write in detail about the correct syntax of CSS.

CSS 
__________


